
Water crystal photographs * realized with the procedure invented by Masaru Emoto

Beginning of 2004 we got in touch with the scientist E.F. Braun. Unlike the scientific studies of the
pioneer of water crystal analyses, Dr. Masaru Emoto, Mister Braun excludes all type of rating scheme;
his photographs may speak for themselves. Sometimes the pictures are arranged in color, without
interfering or modifying on the crystal structures.

Insofar it was a new experience for our company to meet a scientist who prefers to let things take
their natural course; instead of trying to point out quality degrees by comparing results. For this
reason you will not find any interpretations in this study; try to be inspired by the fascination of the
photographs that we will present you on the following pages.

In order to avoid a falsification of the results, only distilled water has been taken as base by the
laboratory. This type of water usually forms, once frozen, no crystals or clusters at all. Normal water,
however, does.

The results achieved by analyzing our products were really interesting and revealing. According to the
statements of the laboratory it really is surprising to see, what kind of bioenergetic potential is hidden
within the BIOTAC TECLINE© tachyon products. The staff of the laboratory proceeded from the
assumption that there won't be any visible changes. Until today they did test several products
supposed to protect from mobile phone radiation.

To get an idea on how distilled water normally “creates” crystals, we hereby present a typical sample.
As you can clearly state, distilled water hardly demonstrates the capacity forming crystals.
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Study * VITA CARD©

In May 2004 we asked the above mentioned laboratory to establish water crystal photographs from
vitalized water, using a tachyon product.

To do so, we did send by mail a VITA CARD Mini© silicon card from our stock. This little card (credit
card size) then has been used to conduct the tests.

Excerps from the original statement:

The little card was taken in the hand and the following phrase has been stated:

„Harmonize and vitalize the water. Thank you.“

Then a little vase containing distilled water (which rarely forms clusters) has been put on the card.
Afterwards 22 water drops have been frozen and digitally photographed under a microscope.
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The four photographs on the right-hand side result from the study,
which has been conducted in May 2004.

The photographs clearly show hexagonal crystalline structures
normally only to be found in water samples taken from clear and
natural sources of water !

Hereafter we present some pictures of the water crystals which
were formed after the indirect treatment by the tachyonized silicon
card. The original photographs have been colored, without
modifying the shapes.

Hundreds of tests done with the Vita Card© tachyon card did prove
over and over again that not only fresh-cut flowers last longer, if
the vase is placed on such a little card; all type of beverages are
much more easier to digest (coffee, tea, vine, etc.).

These photographs prove once again that the potential of tachyon
energy should not be underestimated. And it is more than just
amazing -contrary to the general known laws of physics- to awake
dormant potential hidden in all matter and to bring it to fruition.
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Water consists of a cross-linked structure of interconnected water
molecules, having the capacity to form a great number on
structures. Again depending on how they are interconnected. One
of these structures is the hexagon, formed out of six water
molecules.

Tap water and bottled water primarily consist of molecule groups
that are too big to freely move in between cells. Hexagonal
structured water however forms an organized crystal matrix. Its
smaller molecular structure allows a faster transit in between the
cell membranes. This phenomena has been verified thanks to the
bioelectric impedance analyses (BIA).

The well known physician Donald Mayfield (NMD) Doctor of
Naturopathic Medicine, (DOM) Doctor of Oriental Medicine,
integrates the BIA analyses to check the medical condition of his
patients:

« According to my long experience the majority of my clients
exhibit clear symptoms of dehydration, even if they drink the
recommended daily amount of water. It turns out clearly, that
hexagonal structured water is saturating human organism much
faster than “dead” tap water. The intra-cellular and extra-cellular
values normalize within 10 to 15 minutes, if “healthy” hexagonal
structured water is consumed. Additionally, it appears, that such
water is able to support and to promote the communication in
between water and proteins. »
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Dehydration represents the root of many diseases and is the
primary cause for all sort of stress in our body. Each biological
function of the body suffers, if the organisms does not receive
sufficient fresh water !

Latest studies explicitly reveal, that stress is not only caused by a
lack of water but by a lack of hexagonal structured water. This
circumstance represents the most important factor for most of the
diseases.

Hexagonal structured water seems to play an important role for the
procedure of biological functions. A correlation between several
statistic variables in relation to the aging of the body has been
discovered: all depends on the availability of healthy water.

According to the subject literature „Hexagonal Water – The
ultimate Solution“2005 published by M.J. Pangman in 2005, only
revitalized water is able to revive and detoxify our organisms in
most helpful way, helping to provide a better absorption of food
and an essential higher intercellular exchange and a better working
metabolism.

The studies of the Japanese scientist Masaru Emoto did enormously
contribute to furnish the evidence that specific energetic influences
may restore the hexagonal matrix or that they might destroy it,
depending on the quality of the water consumed by humans.
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As you already know, earth is covered by approx. 72% of water,
the human body consists of approx. 75% of water, the brain of
approx. 85% !!!

The most surprising might be the fact, that a newborn baby
consists of almost 90% of hexagonal structured water and that its
body consists out of approx. 85% of water, some months later.

One of the properties of water consists in the fact, that it withholds
an absolutely exceptional polarity; allowing the water to “connect”
with “everything” and that water is capable to stock the most
diverse information and vibration. They can be classified in the
following two groups:

pentagonal structures and/or hexagonal structures.

But only hexagonal structures allow the element water to connect
with oligo-elements (vital mineral salts).

Hexagonal structured water promotes:

more energy, faster hydration, increased immunity, better food
absorption, vital durability, weight loss, maximum hydration of
body cells, optimized transport of nutrients inside cell-groups and
an improved electrical communication in between all cells. And, not
to forget: a much more powerful capacity to bind oxygen !
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What applies since centuries in the natural medicine, unfortunately
often is placed in doubt by „modern medicine“:

Water reacts very sensitive in relation to information !

Truth is exactly like water: one cannot hold it back for ever ;-)

In general you will find scientist that are searching, but scientist
that are searching aren‟t easy to be found ! It seams, that Masaru
Emoto has found: namely a relatively easy method to visualize the
quality of water without chemical manipulation. He finally seems
to support the allegation of the French physician Jacques
Benveniste, first of all known by his allegation that highly diluted
antigens might be able to affect the white blood cells (leucocytes)
via a “memory effect”.

Similar as Samuel Hahnemann, the founder of homeopathy, who
published completely new information and opinions about water
and its inside potentials. We do not need the confirmation by the
“official medicine”. Don‟t we ?

Thanks to Masaru Emoto, nowadays it is “crystal-clear” that
information can be added to all sort of water.

Albert Einstein did inform us some decades ago, Masaru Emoto
finally shows it to everybody (open-minded or not) !
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The VITA CARD© introduces freshness into everyday life !

This little -credit card sized- tachyon product exists since more than fifteen years and amazes on
every occasion throughout its mighty and lightful potential ! The violet VITA CARD© supports
primarily the topic “transformation”. The frequency of this color is known to transform all kind of
energetic structures; as known since centuries from the amethyst. By the way: the name
originates from the Ancient Greek word amethystos and means "not-drunk". Even in the Middle
Ages its sobering and clarifying properties were very well known. The German abbes Hildegard
von Bingen did recommend this semiprecious stone in case of skin diseases and swellings.

Thanks to all the feed backs, reaching us since 1995, we may acknowledge the following virtues
to the tachyonized VITA CARD©:

> pain-relieving
> stress-relieving
> promotes self-healing processes
> in case of injuries, contusions and swellings
> helpful in case of respiratory diseases
> encourages the coping with bereavement
> dream-clearing (to be put under the pillow)

Furthermore, this little card promotes any kind of meditation in a very lightful way. One can put it 
directly on the thymus gland or hold it in between its hands. Whilst lying on the bed or couch, 
you can also place the VITA CARD© on your front. This little card, which is manufactured in the 
golden ratio: promotes inspiration and intuition, increases the ability to concentrate and 
promotes to vanquish addictive behavior
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In order to reveal the capacity of tachyon energy we would like to mention only a few out of a big
variety of feed-backs that reached us. In various cases that were checked personally we noticed,
that bone fractures healed much faster. To do so, the little VITA CARD© can be placed on the
plaster or directly in-between the plaster cast and the forearm. In practically all the cases the
plaster cast could be removed already after three weeks, although a five to seven week
“gestation period” has been prognosticated.

Water that has been vitalized with the violet VITA CARD© is very suitable for facial care and in
case of skin impurities. Very interesting in case of migraine and tensions due to stress.

The VITA CARD© lends itself in a very brilliant way to stimulate all kind of natural remedies.

Unfortunately the bio-energetic and bio-physic quality of so-called “natural remedies” leaves a lot
to be desired. A great number of those products aim at success they have or once had. At the
beginning, all natural remedies were accurately hand-crafted; after their success unfortunately
most of them are manufactured industrially. It is therefore logical that on one hand quality is
decreasing and on the other hand their effects are no more the same.

As already stated, tachyons are able to transfer „information“ in no time.

All scientific analyses and studies that have been executed with BIOTAC LINE© products affirm
and approve the „inside-potential“ of this highly specific energy form. During all the past years
we were able to experience that natural remedies and medicaments did change their energetic
vibration and frequency, after being exposed and placed on the VITA CARD©.

Water that has been vitalized with our little VITA CARD© might help in case of insect bites,
activates the pancreatic activity and the thyroid function and is helpful in case of sore throat.
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Aside from applications concerning our body, the VITA CARD© can be used in connection with
plants and seeds. In order to re-inform and energize seeds, a one week exposure period is
recommended. To do so, please place the seeds (in their original packaging) directly on the card.

The perhaps most spectacular performance in relation with plant growth has been achieved by an
engineer. According to his declaration, he actually intended to discredit the efficiency of the
tachyonized VITA CARD©.

After several attempts on his own property he stated to his cost …

... that the seeds of sunflowers, which were exposed to tachyon energy, reacted in a way that
they did grow at an average coefficient of 3,8 times higher than the “untreated” plants ...

We also get regularly feed-backs of private persons telling us that the VITA CARD© did already
help several times their plants to survive when the family came back from holidays.

The possible applications of the VITA CARD© are practically unlimited. You‟d almost think: “Never
leave home without it “!

If you would like to energize bigger quantities, we offer four different sizes of VITA CARD©„s:

> Vita Card Mini 5,5 x 8,5cm

> Vita Card Midi 11,5 x 15,5cm
> Vita Card Maxi 15,5 x 21,5cm
> Vita Card S-Maxi 21,5 x 30,5cm 
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